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Dear Member,

First of all, we would like to wish you a very 
Happy New Year. We hope you had a great time 
over the holidays and began 2015 ready to em-
bark in new and exciting projects.

We closed last year with our traditional Christ-
mas Luncheon (page 5). We would like to thank 
everyone who attended this event and those 
who donated amazing gifts for the raffle; we 
definitely could not have done it without all of 
your support.

Here at the Chamber we began this year busy 
as ever, with the official announcement of the 
Dual Year UK-MX (page 4) and a month packed 
of events. We are looking at a year full of acti-
vity. 

We kicked off the year with an exclusive event 
in the company of HSBC’s Chief Economist 
(page 7), followed by a breakfast-conference on 
electronic accounting (page 8) and the Health-
care and Life Sciences Group’s seminar about 
healthcare in later life (page 9). We expect to 
bring you more events like these ones in the 
next few months.
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IMSS PENSIONS - REALITIES 
AND MYTHS
Presidente Intercontinental

12th February 2015
08:15 hrs.

Breakfast-conference to discuss IMSS pensions 
and retirement plans with José Rodríquez S., 
Socio de Auditoría IMSS, Infonavit y contribu-
ciones locales, Rusell Bedford.

Members: $590.00
Non-members: $700.00

GREEN POWER BUSINESS 
SECTOR GROUP LAUNCH 
COCKTAIL

Andrés Bello #10 PH col. Polanco Chapultepec

18th February 2015
18:00 hrs.

Join us to celebrate the launch of our new 
Business Sector Group and enjoy an evening 
of cocktails and networking.

Members: $350.00
Non-members: $450.00

NEW REGULATORY POLICIES 
FOR ENVIRONMENT AND 
SAFETY IN THE 
HYDROCARBON SECTOR 
Presidente Intercontinental

25th February 2015
08:15 hrs.

Breakfast-conference on new regulatory 
policies for environment and safety in the 
hydrocarbon sector with Carlos de Regules, 
General Director of National Security, 
Energy and Environment Agency (ASEA)

Members: $590.00
Non-members: $700.00

THE IMPORTANCE OF BRANDS
HOW PROTECTED ARE YOUR 
IDEAS?
Hotel Marquis Reforma

18th February 2015
8:00am

Breakfast-conference on the importance of brand-
ing. Topics include: What is a brand?
Slogans, trade names, trademarks, registration of 
licenses, paperwork, among others.
*more details available soon

Members: $590.00
Non-members: $700.00



During his visit to Mexico in November, 
the Prince of Wales officially announced 
the Dual Year Program.

From left to right: Rubén Gerardo Hernández 
Castañón, Josafath Rodríguez, Emilio Díaz, HMA 
Duncan Taylor, Juan Manuel Valle and Alberto De 
la Fuente.

British Deputy Prime 
Minister, Nick Clegg ad-
dressing attendees

Alberto de la Fuente, Presi-
dent and General Director 
Shell Mexico.
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The Dual Year was officially announced in 
November 2014 during the visit of Prince 
Charles of Wales to Mexico. However, it was 
on Wednesday January 28th when Duncan 
Taylor revealed the detailed program for cul-
tural, educational, economic and commercial 
activities. Chamber’s General Director, Teresa 
De Lay, attended this important event, which 
marks the beginning of a year full of activities 
for everyone.

The conference began with the transmis-
sion of a message from British Deputy Prime 
Minister, Nick Clegg. He firstly thanked all at-
tendees, mainly trading partners of the UK in 
Mexico and sponsors of the Dual Year. As he 
said, “the aim of the programme is to deepen 
the relation that exists between our countries, 
reinforcing our personal, cultural, social and 
economic ties”. Accompanied by Mexican 
Ambassador Juan Manuel Valle, Duncan Tay-
lor announced the program and said that the 
Year of the UK in Mexico seeks to broaden 
the understanding between both nations and 
to strengthen local relationships, recognizing 
cultural and historical ties. 

Both Ambassadors were accompanied by di-
rectors from the British companies that are 
sponsoring the Dual Years’ program: Alberto 
De la Fuente, President and General Director 
of Shell Mexico, Emilio Díaz, Managing Part-
ner of EY Mexico’s Markets and Client Ser-
vices, Rubén Gerardo Hernández Castañón, 
Executive Director Marketing of HSBC, and 
Josafath Rodríguez, Director of Corporate Re-
lations of Diageo –all Chamber Members–. All 
of them explained why it is important for them 
to participate and expressed that they would 
strongly support the activities of the Cham-
ber as well as all activities dedicated to the 
promotion of trade and investment between 
Mexico and the UK. As Emilio Díaz said, this 
is a great opportunity for British entrepreneurs 
to come to Mexico and for Mexican entrepre-
neurs go to the UK. Emphasis will be given on 
new companies looking to invest in both na-
tions and there will also be a strong focus on 
innovation. As Alberto De la Fuente explained, 
innovation is extremely important for sponsors 
because many new business opportunities 
are developing in this sector. From a business 
perspective, the Dual Year represents oppor-
tunities, exchange and cooperation prospects 
between Mexican and British companies. 

As you all may know, 2015 is the year of the 
United Kingdom in Mexico and Mexico in the 
United Kingdom. The Dual Year will certainly 
be an exceptional one for the relationship 
between Mexico and the UK in terms of art, 
culture, science, the academic sector, busi-
ness and tourism. Despite the predominance 
of cultural activities –over one hundred activi-
ties make up the cultural program–, the scope 
of the Dual Year has been expanded to other 
areas, including trade, investment, tourism, 
education, science and innovation. According 
to British Ambassador, Duncan Taylor, trade 
and investment will be encouraged by high 
profile business forums. This will generate 
greater commercial exchange between both 
countries and will contribute to the growth of 
both economies.

 



Chamber President, 
Stephen Smith, opened 

the event with a short 
speech

Teresa De Lay hanging Christmas decoration in 
Amistad’s “Árbol de la Amistad”

Members cooperated with Amistad Mexicano-
Británica buying Christmas decorations
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On the 4th December the Chamber held its an-
nual Christmas Luncheon at the Club de Indus-
triales. Guests were treated to drinks in the 
terrace and a delicious meal. 

As it is now custom, we collaborated with our 
friends from Amistad Británico-Mexicana, 
bringing their “Amistad Christmas Tree” into the 
venue. Teresa De Lay, the Chamber’s General 
Director, kicked off this heart-warming tradition 
hanging the first decoration and reminding all 
attendees the importance of giving back.

Before our guests could enjoy their meals, 
President Stephen Smith gave a brief wel-
come. He summarized the Chamber’s accom-
plishments for the year and congratulated all 
members for remaining active through 2014. 
He also mentioned the importance of the in-
volvement in Business Sector Groups and ex-
pressed his hopefulness about new projects 
developing in this area.

This year our guest of honour was the Head 
of Mission at the British Embassy, Justin Mc-
Kenzie. When he spoke, he reiterated the im-
portance of the role the Chamber plays in the 
bilateral relation and talked about his experi-
ence working with the members of the Board 
and the British Business Centre. After a light-
hearted and short speech, he invited all at-
tendees to enjoy their lunch.

During the meal, the Chamber and British 
Business Centre’s staff gave out the gifts as 
part of our traditional raffle. We would like to 
thank everyone who contributed with presents 
to make this an even more pleasant afternoon.



Winner of one round ticket to Toronto 
courtesy of Air Canada

Stephen Smith and Teresa De Lay 
pulling raffle numbers

Emilio Díaz and Richard Drabble

As each year, all attendees won a 
prize from our Christmas Raffle

Stephen Smith receiving his raffle prize

Justin McKenzie, Deputy Head of Mission at the 
British Embassy in Mexico
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HSBC’s Chief Economist Lorena Domínguez

Former Chamber President Chris Sladen
opened the event and introduced
Mrs. Domínguez.

From left to right: Teresa De Lay, 
Lorena Domínguez 
and Chris Sladen
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She also talked about the expected inflation 
for the year. In general terms, inflation will 
show a downward trajectory in 2015 due to 
the new gasoline pricing rules, the fading ef-
fect of the fiscal reform, and further decreases 
in telecommunication prices. However, there 
are moderate upside risks that could raise in-
flation at the end of the year, mainly caused 
by the sustained weakening of Mexican peso. 
She also mentioned her forecast for Mexican 
peso exchange rate during 2015 and went into 
detail about how its value greatly depends on 
oil prices. 

Other topics discussed during her conference 
were the analysis of the consequences –both 
positive and negative– that low oil prices will 
have on Mexico’s economy and its monetary 
policy’s relation to the one followed by the 
United States Federal Reserve. It is highly pos-
sible that Banco de Mexico’s decision to adjust 
its monetary policy rate will move broadly in 
tandem with the Federal Reserve.

To end her presentation, Mrs. Domínguez pre-
sented a chart with annual economic forecasts. 
She concluded that the Mexican economy con-
tinues to recover and the outlook is positive, 
although recovery may be more conservative 
than everyone have thought so far.

After her presentation, attendees asked ques-
tions and shared opinions about the Mexican 

economy compared with other Latin American 
economies, government spenditure and fis-
cal reforms, credit expansion and the United 
States economy, among other topics.

On the 13th of January 2015 we held our 
first event of the year. On this occasion we 
welcomed HSBC Chief Economist Lorena 
Domínguez, a very experienced analyst who 
shared her insights and thoughts about the 
Mexican economy in 2014 and her predic-
tions for its expected economic performance 
in 2015.

After a brief introduction by former Chamber 
President Chris Sladen, Mrs. Domínguez ex-
plained why economic recovery in 2014 had 
been slower than expected. She then said that 
Mexican GDP would grow 3.2% and not 3.8% 
as she forecasted at the beginning of the year. 
Economic activity, however, will continue to 
recuperate in 2015 due to a gradual recovery 
in private consumption; the development of 
foreign investment; the expansion of the in-
frastructure sector, and the growth of exter-
nal demand for manufacturing exports. It is 
particularly important that the United States’ 
economy is recovering and will accelerate its 
growth in 2015. 



The speakers during Q&A

Jorge Jiménez Lizardi

Armando Nuricumbo
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Strategic implications for every CEO

On the 15th January, the British Chamber of 
Commerce hosted a breakfast-conference 
based on the new federal obligations for elec-
tronic accounting entitled “What to expect 
from electronic accounting? Strategic impli-
cations for every CEO.” Teresa De Lay, Cham-
ber’s General Director, introduced the speak-
ers Armando Nuricumbo, Managing Partner at 
Nuricumbo+Partners, and Jorge Jiménez Liz-
ardi, Managing Partner at Russell Bedford.

First to speak was Armando Nuricumbo. He re-
minded the audience that the new impositions 
were upon us and that every company should 
be taking steps in order to not be caught off 
guard. After a brief introduction to what elec-
tronic accounting actually is and how it differs 
from the digital accounting companies are 
used to, he talked about what kind of informa-
tion the government is asking for and the ways 
in which companies can ensure its delivery. He 
also made a short pro/con list of the subject 
at hand and explained how the experience has 
been for other countries.

Next up, Jorge Jiménez gave a practical over-
view of the electronic accounting. He made 
clear that these new impositions are here to 
stay and that they must be considered along-
side all other fiscal obligations. One concern 
raised by the speaker was that most account-
ants are more worried about the information’s 
submission process instead of its conforma-
tion. He closed his presentation advising the 
audience to look for a solution that works for 
their company taking account of the software 
they are using and their present condition.



Pablo Kuri, Undersecretary of Prevention 
and Health Promotion

Dr. Luis Miguel Gutiérrez Robledo, 
General Director of the 
Geriatrics National Institute

Dileri Montalvo, Sales Director at Belmont 
Village Senior Living

Dr. Román Rosales, Undersecretary
 for Health Services and Supplies of the

 Ministry of Health of Mexico City

Do not Let the End of Your Life in Other 
Hands panel
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•	 Do not Let the End of Your Life in Other 
Hands, moderated by Christian López Silva, 
head of the Pharmaceuticals & Life Sciences 
Industry Group at Baker & McKenzie, with 
speakers Dr. Bernardo Tanur, Chairman of 
Bioethics Committee and Director of Medical 
Quality at ABC Medical Center, José Lázaro 
Peña Ruiz, Director of Legal Services at PwC, 
and Marco Antonio Espinoza, Notary Public.

Pablo Kuri, Undersecretary of Prevention and 
Health Promotion, kicked off the event with a 
conference about the changing demographics 
in Mexico and the challenges they entail. He 
spoke about the increase in disability due to 
old age and reminded the audience that the 
only way to improve the situation of our senior 
population is to look at the problem from all 
angles: medical, economic and social. He also 
went through the government’s Action Plan for 
Attention to Aging and the enormous cost it 
implies for the health sector in Mexico.

During the first panel the speakers discussed 
two main subjects: what everyone can do to 
get ready for old age (from children to seniors 
and from the private sector to the government) 
and what is already being done by government 
agencies to deal with the problem of an in-
creasingly old population.

The second panel focused on the changes 
that need to be made to all sectors involved 
in the care of senior population. The panelists 
discussed subjects such as a new care model 
concentrated on the individual rather than the 
population and the need to eliminate the “asy-
lum stigma” in order to develop a senior resi-
dential market.

The last panel’s discussion focused on the le-
gal and emotional sides of the aging process. 
The speakers encouraged the audience to take 
the appropriate measures to get their affairs 
in order long before it is needed and to not 
abandon their seniors when they need them 
the most.

To close the event, Dr. Román Rosales, Under-
secretary for Health Services and Supplies of 
the Ministry of Health of Mexico City, gave a 
conference on the Personal Directives Act in 
Mexico City. He mentioned the basic principles 
of this law and explained its benefits for the 
senior population.

We would like to thank the Healthcare and Life 
Sciences Business Sector Group and our spon-
sors: Belmont Village Senior Living, ABC Medi-
cal Centre, Methodist International, UKTI and 
Bupa for making this event possible.

Current Events and Problems 
of Geriatrics in Mexico

On the 27th January, the British Chamber of 
Commerce, in collaboration with the Health-
care and Life Sciences Business Sector Group, 
hosted a seminar entitled Health in Senior Citi-
zens: Current Events and Problems of Geriat-
rics in Mexico. The seminar consisted of three 
panels:
 
•	 Getting Ready for Old Age, moderated by 
Louise Batchelder, CEO of Synelog Mexico, 
with speakers Dr. Carlos D’Hyver, Geriatrics 
Coordinator at Hospital ABC, and Dr. Juana 
Jiménez Sánchez, Chief Nursing Officer at the 
Ministry of Health.

•	 Prevention and Care Models, moder-
ated by Nancy Stich, Head of the Chamber’s 
Healthcare and Life Sciences Business Sector 
Group, with speakers Dr. Luis Miguel Gutiérrez 
Robledo, General Director of the Geriatrics Na-
tional Institute, Dileri Montalvo, Sales Direc-
tor at Belmont Village Senior Living, and Pedro 
Sánchez Cuervo, Retirement Director at Tow-
ers Watson.
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The energy sector and Latin America repre-
sent a strategic binomial which international 
capital has been paying special attention to, in 
particular, Spanish companies. Investment in 
the energy sector amounts around 11% of the 
total FDI received by the region, a percentage 
that rises to 20% in the case of the Spanish 
direct investment in these countries.
   
In the segment of extraction and production of 
hydrocarbons, Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela and 
Argentina (countries with the greatest volume 
of reserves) absorb the bulk of investments in 
the sector.

Any investment made to improve the efficiency 
of the infrastructure and consumption of en-
ergy is a key element in the economic develop-
ment of the countries of Latin America.
In particular, Mexico is the second largest 
economy in Latin America which promises to 
enter into new cycle of growth and economic 
expansion after the proclamation of several 
structural reforms approved by the Mexican 
Congress.

The reforms impact a wide range of economic 
sectors and aim to boost the dynamics of the 
domestic economy, as well as to attract foreign 
investments to strategic areas like the energy 
and telecommunications sectors. The changes 
have been made in parallel to an environment 
of stable macroeconomics observed during the 
last years. At the same time, a better manage-
ment of the public debt has led to different 
credit agencies to improve their opinion about 
the credit rating of the country.
The former tactical changes should be added 
the social benefits that may arise from the 
improvement of energy infrastructure about 
to come and the best quality of life that might 
arise. Improvements in social inclusion, the 
creation of jobs and infrastructure in non-
urban areas and the increase in the access to 
electricity of the population and the strength-
ening of systemic competitiveness of Mexico 

are important variables to highlight and which 
should be considered when evaluating pro-
jects and investment decisions.

Author: Liber Jaime Merlos Head of Eco-
nomic and Financial Development Research 
(E&F) For further information, please contact 
the author at: @libjai / @CIMBRE_UK http://
www.cimbre.org/

Latin America is one of the most relevant 
regions of the global economy with a great 
capacity for attracting foreign capital. Abun-
dant natural resources, the size and potential 
of their economies and low labour costs are 
competitive factors that must be considered 
in the current economic and financial environ-
ments. In addition to these factors, the impor-
tance of structural reforms adopted during the 
last twenty years leading to deregulate and 
privatize large economic sectors considered 
as strategic and which were in the hands of 
State monopolies, has been a formidable ef-
fort to open Latin American markets to foreign 
capital. Although the former is still an unfin-
ished process across the region, the legal cer-
tainty imposed by these reforms has attracted 
the interest and capital of foreign companies, 
mainly towards energy, telecommunications 
and financial sectors.

Subsidiaries of multinational companies seek 
access to markets with large potential for 
growth, improvements in efficiency and the 
possibility of exploitation of natural resources. 
The expectations of growth and favourable la-
bour costs emerge as factors that pose greater 
attractiveness for foreign investment. Mexico, 
Brazil, Chile, Peru and Colombia are econo-
mies with the greatest potential to attract for-
eign investments.

Historical data shows that the flow of invest-
ments in Latin America during the last two 
decades has experienced greater dynamism 
than the world average. In 2011 Latin America 
absorbed 7.5 per cent of total world FDI (for-
eign direct investment), a figure equivalent to 
28.3% of the GDP of the region. United States 
and the European Union are the main investors 
in this geographical area, although in more re-
cent years, a growing presence of Japanese 
and Chinese companies is detected. In 2013, 
FDI in Latin America increased 5%. Brazil and 
Mexico received the largest amounts of that 
capital.

CENTRE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY MEXICAN-BRITISH RESEARCH 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION  E&F



Ian Cooper, Business Development 
Director for ENER-G Natural Power

Ian Cooper and Justin McKenzie-Smith

Justin McKenzie-Smith and Ian 
Cooper performing the ribbon 
cutting ceremony
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On the 8th of December 2014 our members Ian 
Cooper and Rodolfo Montelongo from Ener-G 
launched their new headquarters in Mexico 
City. Justin McKenzie-Smith, Deputy Head 
of Mission and Director of Trade and Invest-
ment at the British Embassy in Mexico, and Ian 
Cooper performed the ribbon cutting ceremony.

Before the inauguration the new Green Power 
Business Sector Group had its first official 
meeting at the premises.

We would like to congratulate Ener-G for this 
achievement and wish them the best of luck on 
their future endeavours.
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Mexico must develop talent with the skills that 
businesses need to maximize structural reforms. 
This is one of the conclusions of the study Hays 
Global Skills Index 2014 (3rd edition), developed in 
collaboration with Oxford Economics. The report in-
dicates that the country faces a great difficulty fill-
ing positions in highly specialized industries, such 
as energy. This results in a “perfect talent storm,” 
where the demand for skills in highly specialized 
industries is not being met.

The report analyses the situation of the labour mar-
ket and the local talent in 31 economies around the 
world, including Mexico. This index ranks countries 
from 0 to 10, with 5 being the level of equilibrium 
in the labour market, showing that organisations 
do not experience lack of talent in high-skilled in-
dustries nor problems to offer job opportunities to 
these professionals.
 
Once more, Mexico offers many paradoxes. Al-
though the country has approved recent legislation 
to make labour markets more flexible, the overall 
score on the index is 5.8 for the country, indicat-
ing that there is a mismatch of talent, where un-
employment rates are not preventing that hundreds 
vacancies for skilled jobs remain unfilled because 
the market is not providing professionals with skills 
that are in demand.

“The focus of recent discussions in the country has 
been the structural reforms designed to improve 
the competitiveness of Mexico; this certainly is a 
big step, but there are complex labour challenges to 
face, “said Gerardo Kanahuati, Managing Director 
of Hays in Mexico. “The combination of a contin-
ued lack of qualified talent, strong wage pressure 
in highly skilled sectors and restrictions on labour 
flexibility should be resolved if we finally want to 
become an incubator for world-class talent,” he 
added.

The most worrying factor for Mexico in the index is 
the wage pressure in highly specialized industries, 
scoring 10. This indicates that there are few pro-
fessionals within these industries, so companies 
compete hard for hiring, resulting in stronger wage 
negotiations with high figures, which reduces com-
petitiveness in the private sector and thus in the 
country. To solve this “storm of talent” in Mexico, 
there are different ways; the main one is the use of 
local talent and their technical and soft skills devel-
opment offered by the companies.

“Innovative Training programs and development 
must be integrated into corporate policies to in-
crease local capacity,” Kanahuati recommended. 
“Reforms can only work for Mexico if our talent 
pool has enough skills to address business de-
mands,” he added

Important findings on Mexico in Hays Global Skills 
Index 2014:

•		Mexico	has	a	rating	of	5.8,	above	the	point	of	
balance, which represents the lack of skilled and 
dedicated professionals to fill jobs, especially in the 
most advanced industries, such as energy, pharma-
ceutical, aerospace and telecommunications. 

•		The	wage	pressure	in	highly	skilled	professions	
industries in the country gets the maximum (10), in-
dicating that these professionals have much power 
in wage bargaining, being very scarce and there is 
great competition for talent between companies.

•	 	 Rating	 of	 Mexico	 by	 indicator:	 Flexibility	 of	
education (4.8), labour market participation (5.2), 
Labour Market Flexibility (7.2), Talent Mismatch 
(5.5) General Wage Pressure (4.7), Wage Pressure 
in Highly Qualified Industries (10.0), Wage Pressure 
in Highly Qualified Positions (3.0).

We would like to thank Chamber Member 
Hays for this contribution.
For more information contact:
Zhaira Franco
Communications & Marketing, México
HAYS Recruiting experts worldwide
zhaira.franco@hays.com.mx
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Transcription of Interview between Nancy Stich, 
Head of the Chamber’s Healthcare and Life Sci-
ences Business Group and Mexico Health Review.

Q: What are the main objectives of the British 
Chamber of Commerce’s (CAMARA’s) *
health division?
A: In the health and science division we promote 
the connected activities of CAMARA to these areas 
and essentially work to promote trade between the 
UK and Mexico. We are work with many types of 
companies from the sector including pharmaceuti-
cal companies, insurance companies, healthcare 
companies, and more. We have had long standing 
relationships with British pharmaceutical compa-
nies that have operations in Mexico because that 
has historically been the area that has seen the 
most significant investment in Mexico, however 
the type of companies operating in the sector is 
broadening steadily. Another captive audience of 
CAMARA is now the medical devices sector and 
also the insurance industry. CAMARA meets once a 
month and is very active. There is a lot of back and 
forth between our members and us and we are very 
focused on the key issues that are impacting the in-
dustry right now. We have about 15 health related 
company members and all of these companies are 
very committed to helping Mexico develop in the 
right way, and the work being done by CAMARA 
aims to support that commitment. 

Q: What sorts of activities make up the bulk of 
CAMARA’s interaction with the health sector? 
A: The Chamber works with trade commissions that 
come to Mexico, but our ultimate function is to sup-
port those companies already operating in Mexico 
that require guidance relating to their operations 
in the country. Companies commonly need help 
liaising with an embassy or a governmental body, 
and they also require support keeping abreast of 
the changing regulatory environment. We recently 
hosted a breakfast attended by a number of lead-
ing legal advisors that addressed the impact of 
new anti-trust regulations on the healthcare sec-
tor in Mexico. A group of lawyers attended the 
breakfast and discussed how new legislation will 

impact the way that companies are doing business 
in terms of compliance. The law of compliance has 
become very complex in Mexico, and there are 
many rules that companies need to understand. 
We aim to make sure that both the legal industry 
and the corporations within the sector itself are 
connected, enabling companies to keep up-to-date 
with key considerations without necessarily having 
to schedule lengthy personal one-on-one meetings 
with their lawyers. 

Q: Is the global spotlight on Mexico changing 
the business environment quite rapidly?
A: Mexico has always followed international 
business regulations in terms of its organization, 
however it has historically taken more of a back 
seat. With Mexico occupying an increasingly more 
prominent position on the global economic stage it 
can no longer take its time implementing new inter-
national practices. Global offices of multi-national 
companies in emerging markets need to comply 
with the same new regulations at the same time as 
the offices in more established markets. 

Q: 2015 has been declared the year of UK-
Mexico relations by the British government: 
what will this mean for CAMARA?
A: We are very much looking forward to more col-
laboration with the UK and we are in close contact 
with the British embassy regarding this. Trade com-
missions will be coming to Mexico from the UK to 
showcase what the UK has to offer, and that may 
include companies that work on anything from 
pharmaceuticals, medical devices, Nano-technolo-
gy, to a variety of other capabilities. We are cur-
rently organizing a healthcare symposium congress 
that will take place over the course of one day in 
January and will specifically address the problems 
associated with Mexico’s aging society. The UK is 
particularly well organized when it comes to ad-
dressing its aging population, and in comparison 
Mexico is very behind. Compared to 40 years ago, 
when the majority of Mexico’s population was be-

low 25 years of age  - Mexico has an aging popula-
tion and in 20 years time the country is really going 
to need an infrastructure to support older patients. 
There are very few geriatric physicians in Mexico 
right now for example, and that could be a big prob-
lem if it is not addressed. We plan to look into the 
UK model to see what they are doing there and how 
that can be applied in Mexico. This issue impacts 
the entire industry including the finance and insur-
ance segment. Insurance coverage often ends at re-
tirement, and so certain companies, such as BUPA, 
are particularly looking into modifying current pro-
visions to provide for older companies. Looking at 
how Mexico can knowledge share with the UK in 
general is going to be one of our focuses and every 
couple of years we have a commission that goes to 
the UK investigating key areas of interest. 
 

* When refering to the British Chamber of Com-
merce’s Health Division, the interviewer means 
the Chamber Healtcare and Life Sciences Bussines 
Sector Group.
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Heard about 
A4B?

A4B (Adverts for Business) is a new programme of Marketing 
opportunities designed for Companies keen on advertising in our 

new bulletin. Should you be interested in this new programme do 
not hesitate to contact María Santarini or Alberto Robinson at 

msantarini@britchamexico.com or arobinson@britchamexico.com 
for further details. 

A4B is BCC, the Best, Cheapest and Captivating way to advertise! 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The United Kingdom is recognized as a worldwide 
leader in energy and environmental issues, providing 
the entire planet with best-of-their-class services 
ranging from exploration and production of oil fields 
to development of affordable renewable energies. 
Mexico, in turn, is one of the world’s most important 
oil producers and has a renewable energy capacity 
akin to Saudi Arabia’s fossil fuel potential.
Even though both countries have different energy 
industry formats, they face similar challenges which 
should be confronted by the sharing of knowledge 
and expertise.

On 28th May the Chamber’s Energy and Environment 
Business Sector Group, alongside the Embassy 
hosted an energy seminar in which our speakers 
discussed the challenges of Mexico’s national en-
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